
We see our mortality as an enemy, as death itself must indeed be. In a better world, no
one should want to die. But mortality may also be a tool of sorts in our redemption.
Indeed, our mortality may just make our repentance possible if not just more probable.
In imposing mortality as a consequence of the Fall, God may not have been judging
humankind punitively or even harshly but instead rescuing humankind from its Fall.

Death is surely a stimulant for us to
consider our tenuous condition in our
mortal state. The prospect of demise
has turned more than a few toward the
gospel. The gospel isn’t simply an offer
of escape from death. The good news is
a much larger picture of God’s loving
heart seen in creation’s operation. God
desired us for him. That proximity was
Eden’s promise. God banished Adam
and Eve from the garden for their

transgression, under sentence of death. Yet that sobering sentence immediately
imposed an imperative to consider whether God had another offer, which indeed he
did. God would not leave us eternally in our sodden condition. Hence the death
sentence. But God would offer us eternal life if we would relinquish our sodden
condition to him.

Now, that’s as generous an offer as one will ever hear. Ordinarily, a contract requires
an exchange of consideration: one must give something of value to get something
back. Yet in God’s gospel offer, the giving is all on him. He promises eternal life, if we
will just give up our sin to him, when relinquishing sin is not a cost at all but instead a
benefit. We get the double benefit of eternal life and freedom from sin, while God gets
nothing more than us, which is who he wanted in the first place in his paradise garden.
But the transaction is all contingent on death. Without death as an intermediary, we’d
have no transaction to make. Death thus doesn’t just invite us to accept God’s
unprecedentedly generous offer. Death also makes God’s offer possible. That’s why, as
Paul writes, to live is Christ but to die is gain.


